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ABSTRACT

Internet service providers and their customers have understood and debated the concepts of net neutrality since the beginning of the era of dial-up bulletin board systems. Commentators have only recently joined the debate, and often overlook history. No commentator, legislator, or regulator can be certain how networks and technologies will evolve over the next decade—especially when they misunderstand how those networks evolved over the last one.

This paper refocuses the net neutrality debate by challenging the application of vertical foreclosure theory to today’s non-neutral Internet access and content markets. The paper finds that the current policy fascination with non-existent net neutrality is ill founded. Disclosure and a broader focus on both network and content providers’ non-neutral traffic policies would better enable the market to choose technologies and business models dynamically while still providing regulators with a potential enforcement mechanism.
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INTRODUCTION

A shipwreck stranded a physicist, a geologist, and an economist on a deserted island with only a carton of canned food to eat. Each scientist applied the insights of his discipline to solving the problem of opening the cans. The physicist suggested dropping rocks off a high cliff to open the cans. The chemist suggested using polished rocks and the sun’s rays to heat the cans until they split open from internal pressure leaving the food accessible and cooked. Then, the economist spoke, “Gentlemen, assume we had a can opener . . . .”

Proponents of net neutrality regulation generally argue that Internet access providers threaten the innovative, largely regulatory-free Internet, and that government action is necessary to prevent the destruction of the global network’s benefits. Opponents tend to argue that regulations would ruin innovation, fail in practice, or be doomed in principle. While commentators have alternately argued for or against the nebulous “net neutrality” concept, the vast majority have done so from theoretical perspectives rather than technical ones. Like the stranded economist, commentators on both sides ignore the facts on the ground, and first assume a monopoly. As a result, the debates have discussed nonexistent “end-to-end” neutral network models, [1] purely theoretical monopoly-controlled networks, [2] or value judgments about whether non-neutrality or government intervention causes the most “harm” to Internet consumers. [3]

Relatively few treatments come from technical perspectives that explain the history of non-neutrality on the Internet, or the enduring power of end users and technological innovation. This paper highlights what Internet network administrators have always known: net neutrality is not—nor was it ever—the status quo. Acknowledging this reality refocuses the net neutrality debate on end users, rather than networks. By analyzing Internet history, testing monopolist theories against real world Internet markets, and exploring important economic arguments, this paper attempts to illuminate the value of a uniform disclosure solution that protects provider innovation yet leaves market power in the hands of consumers.

Specifically, this paper focuses on the application of vertical foreclosure theory by Dr. Barbara van Schewick. [4] Vertical foreclosure theory fails in application online, and its misapplication represents a significant danger to innovative Internet access and content markets. Dr. van Schewick makes fatal assumptions about the existence of monopolies in the access market, and overstates the likelihood of vertical foreclosure even if those monopolies were to emerge.

Legislators and administrative agencies have no way to predict future technologies or their impacts. Net neutrality legislation as envisioned by Professor Lawrence Lessig, Dr. van Schewick, and others ignores the history of consumer power to foster continued innovation and prevent access provider harms. Regulatory approaches that aim to stifle particular practices or network architectures often make little technical sense, and are unacceptably subject to political whims. Instead of adopting specific neutrality regulations—whether narrowly tailored to last mile networks or broadly viewed from the perspective of overall consumer welfare—this paper advocates a uniform disclosure regime. Categorized, detailed disclosures would enable the market to choose technologies and business models dynamically, yet still provide regulators with a potential enforcement mechanism.

1. THE HISTORY OF NET NEUTRALITY

The broad concept of net neutrality covers a range of issues over a longer period than most commentators recognize. [5] While the FCC may have only joined the debate in recent years, the Internet community, its standards bodies, and market participants have debated these issues for over two decades. Decisions made before regulators took notice impact today’s debate in many ways. Standards bodies built non-neutrality into networking protocols long before the commercialization of the Internet. Discussions about acceptable use, user restrictions, tiered access plans, and pay-by-usage are at least as old as the pre-Internet bulletin board systems that flourished during the 1980s and early 1990s. By the mid-1990s, the burgeoning Internet service provider industry had largely replaced the offline BBS as the focal point of neutrality and content filtering debates. The Internet community’s successful—and regulation-free—resolution of these difficult neutrality issues not only requires reframing today’s discussions about network neutrality, but also provides important lessons for legislators and regulators considering new regulatory regimes.
CIX and the absence of monopoly power

The 1990s saw the first major carrier and consumer skirmishes over net neutrality issues. The battles tread familiar ground: disputes over equal access and arbitrary consumer content restrictions.

Various pundits and experts have offered doomsday warnings for years. In 1997, a group of Internet providers argued that termination of peering agreements “may be just the opening . . . skirmish in the long-predicted move [by Tier 1 providers] acting as a closed cartel to change the fundamental economics of the Internet . . . [that] will cascade down to the pocketbooks of all users and smaller . . . ISPs.” [6] In 1994, Internet journalist Gordon Cook warned that Tier 1 providers would soon dominate the market and force higher usage-based pricing and the elimination of free peering points like CIX. [7] Legislators, too, have fanned these fears. Senator Ron Wyden (D-Or.) used similar language in 2006, claiming that “[c]reating a two-tiered system could have a chilling effect on small mom and pop businesses that can’t afford the priority lane, leaving these smaller businesses no hope of competing against the Wal-Marts of the world.” [8]

Preferential access, present from the commercial foundation of the Internet, does not represent a fundamental change to business models or Internet economics. Cook and others in the mid-1990s may not have foreseen the power of individuals to shape Internet governance, given the comparatively limited scope of the commercial Internet at the time. However, both academics like Professor Lessig and Dr. van Schewick and legislators like Senator Wyden have the benefit of history. Their scenarios fail explain clearly how the “Wal-Marts of the world” could hope to buy discriminatory access on thousands of provider networks around the world to create a priority lane, or why a meshed, worldwide network would eschew opportunities to circumvent any discriminatory “lanes” that individual carriers tried to build. As the next section recounts, organizations like CIX have found that creating a discriminatory lane leads to irrelevance, not dominance. A telecommunications oligopoly has not materialized at any point in the existence of the tiered access model. Despite dire predictions, the non-neutral Internet access model has arguably fostered—or at worst failed to hinder—innovation in Internet networking.

The relatively few attempts to impose access blocks have had no measurable effect on innovation and growth of Internet networks, services, and content. Three events illustrate this absence of power: CIX’s 1994 attempt to isolate non-members, the 2006 decision by AOL to eliminate its walled garden content, and the separate panic over a technical glitch at Craigslist that same year.

CIX: The first (failed) attempt to monopolize

In 1994, CIX decided that the rapidly expanding size of routing tables—lists of instructions stored by routers and other Internet-connected devices about the available paths to different networks—would soon overwhelm the capacity of their routers to store them. Among other services, CIX primarily provided connectivity for its members. All members were required “to interconnect with all other CIX members . . . directly or indirectly through the CIX router—at no additional cost to member networks.” [9] Prior to November 1994, non-CIX members could still exchange routing tables at the CIX router and with other CIX members without paying CIX’s $7,500 annual membership fee. [10]

Following a vote by the board of directors, CIX President Bob Collet announced on November 1st that CIX would impose filtering beginning on November 15th. [11] A key member of CIX resigned in protest on the same day, and the announcement fueled a significant debate. [12] COOK Report editor Gordon Cook warned providers that failing to pay CIX’s membership fee to avoid the filtering amounted to “a doublebarreled round of Russian roulette . . . Joining the CIX is obvious [sic] the safest thing for non member ISPs to do.” [13]

The commercial Internet community in 1994 was minuscule compared to today’s global network of providers. As the primary exchange point for commercial Internet traffic, customers and backbone providers depended on CIX. However, CIX learned quickly that it had little power to impose filters, despite its market power as the primary facilitator of the commercial Internet in the United States. [14] CIX quickly faded into obscurity. Its decision served to encourage the major backbone providers to build new platforms and offer to downstream customers ways to interconnect and bypass CIX’s network altogether. As the COOK Report explained, “with the CIX router foundering and seen as a place to avoid, many providers began to get interested in MAE-East [another routing information exchange point] as an alternative.” [15] By 1997, CIX membership had stalled at approximately 150 members, and faced defections by major founding members MCI and UUNET. [16] By 2001, CIX had decommissioned its router and exchange point. [17] CIX needed content and customers to survive, a network truth as important today as it was then.

In contrast with the nascent commercial Internet of 1994, today’s consumers, access providers, and businesses can choose from a host of broadband options and dozens of providers of bandwidth and other niche services. A market once in actual danger of domination by a handful of founding players has evolved into an innovative marketplace replete with services and players of all types and sizes.

2. WHY CIX COULD NEVER HAPPEN TODAY

If you see smoke, assume a raging forest fire

Despite repeated failures by supposed Internet access monopolists to exert vertical pressure on Internet content providers, net neutrality proponents cling to monopolist theories. Monopoly power has yet to emerge. Recent research advocating neutrality regulation makes erroneous assumptions about the market power of broadband access providers, while evidence shows that today’s providers wield far less power than the failed CIX did in the early days of the commercial Internet.

Broadband providers would face a public relations and economic disaster similar to the one that CIX endured if they attempted to completely block or even severely restrict access to sites or services that their customers desired. Researchers Anton Wahlman and Brian Coyne of asset management firm Needham & Company, a private asset management firm, argue, “[c]onsumers will gravitate to pipe providers that do not restrict their activities. . . . Any pipe provider who tries to restrict uses of the pipe to favored services (voice, video, or data) in a ‘walled garden’ will likely be at a severe or impossible disadvantage, with consumers leaving for other pipes.” [18]

While Wahlman and Coyne make their argument in the context of the value of a “dumb pipe” in the broadband market, their argument applies equally to any pipe: smart or dumb, edge or backbone. Broadband networks exhibit strong direct and indirect network externalities [19] and bandwagon effects. [20] Under these theories, a network’s value increases proportionally
with the number of its users. [21] The increased interconnectivity of the Internet generates substantial benefits for users, broadband providers, and content providers.

Time Warner’s AOL unit exemplifies the disadvantages of Wahlman and Coyne’s “walled garden.” AOL, after peaking at 27.7 million subscribers in 2002, slid to under 18 million in 2006. [22] The company, famous for its proprietary, subscriber-only content, abandoned its pay-for-content model as its former users increasingly migrated to other dial-up and broadband providers. By jettisoning its Internet access business and releasing its content freely, AOL has built a business model better positioned to succeed on an increasingly large and interconnected Internet. AOL’s decision perfectly illustrates the substantial benefits to users, broadband providers—and even AOL itself—that increased numbers of users provide.

The fate of erstwhile Internet giants CIX and AOL provide two concrete examples, but the market has swiftly addressed even the hint of restriction as well. In early June 2006, writer Tom Foremski wrote on his popular SiliconValleyWatcher blog that Cox Cable—one of Professor Lessig’s “duopoly” broadband providers—had blocked access to popular classified advertisement site Craigslist. [23] Other online net neutrality activists immediately jumped on the story to criticize both Cox for their alleged actions and lawmakers for failing to protect net neutrality. [24] Senator Wyden, a sponsor of net neutrality legislation, [25] went even further. He penned a Wall Street Journal editorial on net neutrality, and cited Cox as an example of why legislation was necessary. [26] He claimed, as bloggers had, that Cox was blocking access to Craigslist to boost its own classified advertising business. [27] Cox had not blocked Craigslist, though, and quickly announced the real reason for the inaccessibility: a technical glitch in the way Craigslist served data from its Web site coupled with a bug in third-party security software distributed by Cox to its customers. [28] The Cox/Craigslist incident was one of several protests over allegedly discriminatory behavior in 2006. [29] Unwanted regulatory attention aside, even the hint of inaccessibility or overly restricted access creates a firestorm of negative publicity today. As it did with CIX and threatened to do with Cox, the market would correct or bypass any discriminatory practice. Faced with an inability to deliver content to customers, major content providers would seek alternate delivery avenues.

The failure of vertical foreclosure theory online

Commentators including Daniel Rubenfeld and Hal Singer [30] and, more recently, Dr. Barbara van Schewick [31] have suggested that—despite the experiences of CIX, AOL, and Cox—broadband providers could exert vertical pressure on content providers. Under this vertical foreclosure theory, Cox would theoretically use its monopoly power to force Craigslist, Google, eBay, or other similar content aggregation providers out of the market in favor of Cox-provided services. While broadband providers have launched limited services into content aggregation markets, their efforts have met with high inherent barriers to entry. [32] In February 2007, end users conducted nearly seven billion searches on the Internet, nearly half with market-leader Google. [33] The current search engine industry leaders—Google, Yahoo!, Microsoft (MSN.com), and IAC/Interactive’s Ask.com—dominate the market with 91.7% of all searches in comScore’s qSearch rankings. [34]

Despite significant evidence that vertical foreclosure has failed to emerge, monopolist theories still find favor among proponents of net neutrality regulation. Dr. van Schewick [35] depends largely on the theory of “internalizing complementary efficiencies” (ICE), [36] the research of Joseph Farrell and Michael Katz into rent extraction in systems markets [37] and Michael Whinston’s economic study of monopolists’ ability to exclude competitors from complementary markets through tying. [38] Her synopsis of Farrell and Weiser’s theory is sound: “If the presence of independent producers of complementary products generates additional surplus, the monopolist may be able to capture some of that surplus through its pricing of the primary good. In this case, the monopolist will earn greater profits when its rivals are in the market than when they are not. In this case, the monopolist does not wish to steal sales in the secondary market, but takes its profits by charging a higher price for the primary good.” [39]

However, Dr. van Schewick’s application of this theory is not. While van Schewick purports to apply this and other theories to the Internet, her applications focus entirely on theories of what could happen in a monopolist-controlled network rather than what does happen on the competitive Internet. [40] Her theory makes two fatal assumptions about the Internet access market that debunk its application. Dennis Carlton’s research into monopolists’ exclusionary conduct [41] identified two critical elements that van Schewick assumes away. Carlton explained that monopolists could only extract profits from the secondary market if the secondary market is subject to economies of scale. [42] As applied to broadband Internet access providers, van Schewick’s theory fails both of Carlton’s tests. The failure of AOL’s walled garden and the emergence of Google and other search engines illustrates that the secondary market in Internet content is not subject to economies of scale in the traditional sense. Economies of scale (or, more correctly, economies of demand) apply to individual market participants as well as the Internet market—access companies, content providers, and consumers—as a whole. The standardization of online contracts to eliminate costly bilateral negotiations, [43] courts’ tendencies to give a structural pass on potential intellectual property violations to content and access providers like Google, Netcom, and Network Solutions, [44] and similar phenomena illustrate the broader economies of demand that apply to the entire Internet. The drive to lower search and transaction costs to increase network effects overshadows any particular firm’s drive to exploit narrow economies of scale within individual markets.

More importantly, van Schewick’s model requires that Internet access providers hold a monopoly in the primary market. Net neutrality proponents often cite the “broadband duopoly” in support of this element of Carlton’s exclusionary theory. [45] However, van Schewick, Lessig, and others mistakenly conflate market power with monopoly power.

Carlton explains the difference by using the example of a monopoly resort owner. [46] Guests at the hypothetical island resort are required to purchase all meals at the resort. As long as the resort holds a monopoly, it fully exploits the secondary meal market. The resort exploits economies of scale by requiring guests to purchase all meals at the resort, rendering any non-resort restaurants unprofitable and forcing them out of the market. [47] The monopoly resort then can exploit island residents who did not demand the primary good (lodging at the resort) but are nonetheless subjected to the monopolist resort owner’s control of the supply of meals. [48] However, Carlton’s model requires that the firm be a monopolist in the resort market. If the resort did not hold a monopoly, it could not exclude outside restaurants from the market. Guests could simply stay at another resort that did not have the onsite meal requirement. In an island resort “duopoly,” resort owners would
hold some pricing power but lack the significant (i.e. monopoly) power over meal pricing to exclude all restaurants.

The failure of vertical foreclosure to emerge extends beyond the traditional cable and telephone company broadband players and beyond even the access market. Largely blocked by regulatory hurdles from directly entering cable TV markets, Verizon and AT&T have both released IPTV services to compete with entrenched cable TV service. [49] Google has bypassed both cable and DSL technologies to invest in a broadband over power line provider. [50] HughesNet offers satellite broadband. [51] Fixed wireless technologies have gained increasing traction in many urban and rural markets, [52] often aided by government grants in rural areas with limited broadband choices. [53] Manufacturers aid in limiting the power of the traditional cable and DSL providers as well. Cellular chipset maker Qualcomm recently announced a new chipset for their market-leading EV-DO broadband wireless technology that offers 9.6 Mbps speeds, [54] rivaling the fastest of the wired broadband services. Intel, Motorola, and Samsung have backed the new WiMAX wireless standard, leading to Sprint’s 2006 announcement of its impending deployment of a new nationwide network based on WiMAX. [55]

The recent decline in cable and DSL provider market share [56] strongly suggests that this purported duopoly lacks the monopolist’s ability to exclude rivals. While broadband providers undoubtedly have some market power to set prices, evidence shows that the market exhibits significant innovative flexibility and pricing power falls well short of a monopoly. Even a purely price-based analysis supports the conclusion that broadband providers lack the prerequisite monopoly pricing power. The price of DSL service from Verizon has decreased from $49.95 per month for a 768 Kbps download ADSL service in 2001 (plus the cost of a modem rental) [57] to just $14.99 per month (with a free modem) for the same 768 Kbps connection in 2007. [58] AT&T cable broadband pricing has fallen from $45.95 in 2001 [59] to as little as $33 per month in 2007 with AT&T’s successor Comcast. [60] The price of cable modem service in 2007, priced per Mbps based on the bandwidth offered to customers, has declined to less than 25 percent of 2002 levels. [61]

While today’s dominant content providers depend on broadband providers for content delivery to customers, broadband providers could not survive without content from Google, eBay, or Yahoo driving demand for broadband service. Companies like Cox and Verizon have far less market power and influence today than CIX or other early commercial providers did. Markets have adequately addressed, and will continue to address, harmful provider actions and will continue to develop innovative service offerings, provided regulators do not squelch market responses with onerous regulation.

3. WHY DOING NOTHING NOW, OR ACTING POST-HARM, COULD FAIL

A simple hypothetical illustrates the difficulty that legislators would face applying net neutrality regulations. Any regulatory regime would need to separate actual discrimination that harms the market from inevitable transient performance issues that users encounter online daily. Assume that regulators discover that Sinister Cable’s customers can no longer access Internet television service from NetTube, a popular upstart VoIP as a purposely-induced transmission delay. To regulators, Sinister Cable and the “neutral policy” provider would look the same.
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In some cases, such as the FCC’s decision to sanction Madison River Communications for openly blocking VoIP, [68] regulators would easily discern anticompetitive strategies and weak technical justifications. Hard cases, such as the Cox/Craigslist issue and the hypothetical situations posed above, would result in arbitrary—and possibly incorrect—decisions. Regulators would struggle to distinguish between Cox Communications, who had no intention of discriminating, but implemented a software update that nonetheless caused discrimination, and “Sinister Cable,” who might falsely claim that it follows nondiscriminatory practices, but in fact seeks out reasons to discriminate.

**Improving market response to service differentiation by informing end users**

Law and economics theory traditionally found a market failure in one of several general situations, including “when [market] players do not have symmetric and full information relevant to their market activities.” [69] Most famously, then-FCC Chairman Michael Powell labeled this information disclosure requirement as the fourth “Internet Freedom” to which consumers are entitled. [70] Two years earlier, state regulators had identified the same need for accurate and complete consumer information about Internet services. The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), which represents state regulatory agencies and officials, adopted a Resolution Regarding Citizen Access to Internet Content at their November 2002 meeting. [71] The resolution recognized the possibility that “some providers of broadband service or facilities may have an incentive to restrict Internet access to favored news sources, and if they chose to do so, it could significantly harm free and open information exchange in the marketplace of ideas.” [72] Therefore, NARUC resolved, in part, that broadband users should “[r]eceive meaningful information regarding the technical limitations of their broadband service.” [73]

The same year, Internet standards makers also recognized the importance of meaningful information. RFC 3260, [74] released in April 2002, clarified several terms in the original Differentiated Services RFC. Specifically, the RFC noted the importance and function of the Traffic Conditioning Agreement (TCA). “A TCA is ‘an agreement specifying classifier rules and any corresponding traffic profiles and metering, marking, discarding and/or shaping rules which are to apply . . . .’” [75] The RFC drafters separated the TCA from other concepts, since the term “implied considerations that were of a pricing, contractual, or other business nature, as well as those that were strictly technical.” [76]

The TCA concept, if adopted by regulators, would both avoid onerous government regulation and address the concerns of net neutrality advocates that providers could act discriminatorily. [77] Throughout Internet history—squabbles with CIX, the rise of spam filters and antivirus software, complaints about discriminatory actions by providers, and even the net neutrality debate’s prominence—users have held the greatest sway over the market. While innovators and entrepreneurs have shaped tastes, users have governed officially and unofficially. Providing detailed information to users about traffic policies that could affect Internet service on their connections would ensure that the balance of power remained on the side of consumers.

Regulators or legislators could model a “Traffic Control Disclosure Act” (TCDA) on the Fair Credit and Charge Card Disclosure Act. [78] That Act emphasizes a “more detailed and uniform disclosure . . . with respect to information.” [79] A proposed TCDA would strive to provide detailed information about provider practices. Internet service providers and content providers alike would disclose, in a reasonably consistent manner, certain specifics of their service offerings and traffic control policies in a uniform table. If designed to provide relevant information, this disclosure would help consumers more easily compare different service offerings. Given the vociferous and vocal opposition to the most egregious differentiation policies, public disclosures would likely discourage all but a few standard classes of service differentiation.

With public comment and regulatory oversight, the disclosure table can evolve as advancements in technology dictate and consumer tastes change. For example, the proliferation of unsolicited commercial e-mail (spam) has led providers to block external access to the ports used by mail servers, [80] a type of filtering developers of the mail protocols likely did not see necessary years ago. A TCDA must accomplish three primary goals:

**Notice:** The Fair Credit Act provisions provide sensible guidelines for the TCDA framework. Any content or Internet service provider must post their disclosure conspicuously and prominently on their Web site. Any solicitations by Internet service providers for dial-up or broadband access, or by content providers for pay services, must include the data in a tabular format determined by regulators. [81] In any telephone or in-person solicitations for Internet service “the person making the solicitation shall orally disclose the information described” in the table. [82] Any provider offering a service for pay must notify customers of any changes to the policy.

**Choice:** The TCDA must inform consumers of the choices available to discontinue service penalty-free after a short trial period. The provider must also notify customers of their rights to reject any changes in network policy changes and cancel penalty-free, regardless of contract duration or prepayment.

**Education:** TCDA disclosure gives consumers the ability to obtain easily understandable and accurate information about traffic control policies, applications, and technology advancements. Companies that implement service differentiation schemes will have an opportunity to explain the benefits of the technologies to consumers. The regulatory oversight agency can act as a forum for information and education about technologies and consumer options. In addition, regulators can address any market failures to disclose and maintain policies accurately and clearly.

Unlike laissez-faire approaches that attempt to react ex post to market failures, or cumbersome regulations that try to read institutional minds or dictate network policies, a TCDA would embrace openness and transparency. A disclosure regime would compel providers to make public their service differentiation policies and practices. Individuals do not have a right to neutrality, but to the knowledge of how service differentiation policies could affect the services they purchase from Internet service or content providers.

As last mile networks change, the TCDA would encourage niches could to organize vertically. A gaming provider may offer consumers a wireless connection built for maximum performance with every major online gaming network, but otherwise offering degraded performance for other applications or content providers. A TCDA would give consumers clear, concise information about that vertical integration, and the choices they necessarily make when selecting one service over
another. Net neutrality regulations banning service differentiation would ban this type of vertical innovation.

The role of watchdog regulators

Informed end users, even empowered Internet users, still need watchdog regulators in the future. Informed users generally cannot act to benefit their future selves. Users will rarely consider the collective, long-term consequences of their individual market actions. Similarly, informed end users cannot account for externalities. For example, imagine a world in which everyone uses the Internet to access the Daily Show. A bias in favor of delivering Comedy Central’s content could be a market success. Informed end users would get differentiated Internet services geared toward delivering John Stewart to the desktop. In that sense, end users would get what they want.

Once the economies of demand push the market to introduce this Daily Show bias, how does this affect users in the future after John Stewart loses his comedic edge? What happens to the venture capitalists who want to start up a new Daily Show competitor, but fear they will not get quality access to Internet consumers? The social benefit of innovation could arguably morph into a costly externality. Net neutrality proponents’ worst fears could come true.

Vertical foreclosure theory is sound, its application to the Internet access and content markets is not . . . for now. The non-neutral Internet of 2007 features empowered consumers, an uninterrupted history of failures by companies to establish monopoly power or achieve vertical foreclosure, and the ever-widening deployment of broadband technologies. However, the rapid pace of innovation and change in the Internet access and content markets could create an entirely new landscape in short order. The next Internet protocol or hot “killer app,” could rewrite the rules, reinvigorating the regulation discussion. A largely regulatory-free, non-neutral Internet will always need regulators and commentators to watch for warning signs of potentially harmful market power. [83]

CONCLUSION

The largely academic NSFnet did not evolve into the commercial Internet because of neutrality or nondiscrimination. Entrepreneurs, scientists, academics, and a wave of consumer demand beginning with early technology adopters drove network expansion and the proliferation of broadband technologies—while discriminating and prioritizing from the earliest days and within the most basic technologies. Both the Internet’s history and solid economic evidence suggest that this innovative culture will continue unabated, if regulators resist the urge to tinker. The Internet’s content and service suppliers have developed numerous new technologies and industry sectors over the past 20 years. Innovation has often has required, and customers have increasingly demanded, non-neutrality, tiered access, and other service differentiation. Net neutrality regulation, in the direct form of neutrality mandates or through indirect ex post enforcement, will discourage innovators and strip consumers of their power to shape service offerings.

From the Internet’s earliest days, consumers have efficiently balanced providers’ levels of service differentiation to foster continued innovation without the heavy hand of regulation. Regulators should create incentives for consumers to continue to govern. Government enforcement, therefore, should focus on disclosure of provider practices. This paper presents the framework for a simple, clear, uniform disclosure modeled on existing law that can address net neutrality proponents’ concerns without jeopardizing regulators’ agnosticism for the market’s direction.

Tomorrow’s networks will need a combination of simplicity and complexity, openness and differentiation. As they have since the invention of TCP/IP, networks will also need end users to strike the proper balance between that openness and differentiation. By acting to eliminate imperfect information, government regulators can foster an even more robust market governed by well-informed consumers.
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